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Federico Garcia Lorca was “a child of genius beyond
question,” declared Jorge Guillen in Language and
Poetry. A Spanish poet and dramatist, Garcia Lorca
was at the height of his fame in 1936 when he was
executed by fascist rebels at the age of thirty-eight; in
the years thereafter, Guillen suggested, the writer’s
prominence in European culture matched that of his
countryman Pablo Picasso. Garcia Lorca’s work has
been treasured by a broad spectrum of the reading
public throughout the world. His complete works have
been reprinted in Spain almost every year since the
1950s, and observers believe he is more widely
recognized in the English-speaking world than any
Spanish writer except Miguel de Cervantes, author of
Don Quixote.
Garcia Lorca was familiar with the artistic innovators of
his time, and his work shares with theirs a sense of
sophistication, awareness of human psychology, and
overall pessimism. But while his contemporaries often
preferred to appeal to the intellect, Garcia Lorca
gained wide popularity by addressing basic human
emotions. He possessed an engaging personality and
a dynamic speaking style, and he imbued his writing with a wide range of human feeling, including
awe, lust, nostalgia, and despair. ”Those who knew him,” wrote his brother Francisco in a foreword to
Three Tragedies, ”will not forget his gift... of enlivening things by his presence, of making them more
intense.” The public image of Garcia Garcia Lorca has varied greatly since he became famous in the
1920s. Known primarily for works about peasants and gypsies, he was quickly labeled a simple poet
of rural life--an image he felt oversimplified his art. His death enraged democratic and socialist
intellectuals, who called him a political martyr; but while Lorca sympathized with leftist causes, he
avoided direct involvement in politics. In the years since Garcia Lorca died, his literary biographers
have grown more sophisticated, revealing his complexity both as a person and as an artist.
To biographer Carl Cobb, for instance, Garcia Lorca’s “life and his work“ display a “basic duality.”
Despite friends and fame Garcia Lorca struggled with depression, concerned that his homosexuality,
which he hid from the public, condemned him to live as a social outcast. While deeply attached to
Spain and its rural life, he came to reject his country’s social conservatism, which disdained his
sexuality. Arguably, Garcia Lorca’s popularity grew from his conscious effort to transform his personal
concerns into comments on life in general, allowing him to reach a wide audience. During his youth
Garcia Lorca experienced both Spain’s traditional rural life and its entry into the modern world.
Born in 1898, he grew up in a village in Andalusia-- the southernmost region of Spain, then largely
untouched by the modern world. Such areas were generally dominated by the traditional powers of
Spanish society, including political conservatism, the Catholic church, and affluent landowners. Garcia
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Lorca’s father, a landowning liberal, confounded his wealthy peers by marrying a village
schoolteacher and by paying his workers generously. Though Garcia Lorca was a privileged child he
knew his home village well, attending school with its children, observing its poverty, and absorbing the
vivid speech and folktales of its peasants. ”I have a huge storehouse of childhood recollections in
which I can hear the people speaking,” Garcia Lorca observed, according to biographer Ian Gibson.
”This is poetic memory, and I trust it implicitly.” The sense of lost innocence that recurs in Garcia
Lorca’s writings, Gibson averred, focuses on his early rural years, probably the happiest of his life.
But once Garcia Lorca moved with his parents to the Andalusian city of Granada in 1909, many forces
propelled him into the modern world. Spain was undergoing a lengthy crisis of confidence, spurred by
the country’s defeat by the United States in the War of 1898. Some Spaniards wished to strengthen
traditional values and revive past glory, but others hoped their country would moderate its
conservatism, foster intellectual inquiry, and learn from more modernized countries. With his parents’
encouragement Garcia Lorca encountered Spain’s progressives through his schooling, first at an
innovative, nonreligious secondary school, and then at the University of Granada, where he became a
protege of such intellectual reformers as Fernando de los Rios and Martin Dominguez Berrueta. By
his late teens Garcia Lorca was already known as a multi-talented artist-- his first book, the travelogue
Impresiones y paisajes (Impressions and Landscapes), appeared before he was twenty-- but he was
also a poor student. Skilled as a pianist and singer, he would probably have become a musician if his
parents had not compelled him to stay in school and study law.” I am a great Romantic,” he wrote to a
friend at the time, according to Gibson.” In a century of Zeppelins and idiotic deaths, I weep at my
piano dreaming of the Handelian mist.”
In 1919 Garcia Lorca’s parents let him transfer to the University of Madrid, where he ignored classes
in favor of socializing and cultural life. The move helped Garcia Lorca’s development as a writer,
however, for some of the major trends of modern European culture were just beginning to reach Spain
through Madrid’s intellectual community. As Western writers began to experiment with language,
Madrid became a center of ultraism, which sought to change the nature of poetry by abandoning
sentiment and moral rhetoric in favor of “pure poetry “-- new and startling images and metaphors.
Surrealism, aided by Sigmund Freud’s studies of psychology, tried to dispense with social convention
and express the hidden desires and fears of the subconscious mind. New ideas surrounded Garcia
Lorca even in his dormitory-- an idealistic private foundation, the Residencia de Estudiantes, which
tried to re-create in Spain the lively intellectual atmosphere found in the residence halls of England’s
elite universities. At the Residencia Garcia Lorca met such talented students as Luis Bunuel and
Salvador Dali, who soon became prominent in the surrealist movement. The friendship between
Garcia Lorca and Dali became particularly close, and at times painful to both. Dali, somewhat
withdrawn in his youth, resisted becoming Garcia Lorca’s lover but was clearly drawn to Garcia
Lorca’s ebullient personality. Garcia Lorca, who came to view Dali with feelings of unrequited love,
was impressed by his friend’s audacity as a social critic and as a painter. ”You are a Christian
tempest,” Dali told Garcia Lorca, according to Gibson,” and you need my paganism.” Garcia Lorca’s
early poems, Carl Cobb suggested, show his “search... for a permanent manner of expression “; the
results are promising but sometimes awkward. Garcia Lorca quickly showed a gift for imagery and
dramatic imagination, adeptly describing, for instance, the experience of a bird being shot down by a
hunter.
But he had to struggle to shed the vague, overemotional style of romanticism-- a difficult task because
he often seemed to be making veiled comments about his unhappiness as a homosexual. For
example, Garcia Lorca’s poem about the doomed love of a cockroach for a butterfly became an
artistic disaster when it was presented in 1920 as the play El maleficio de la mariposa (The Butterfly’s
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Evil Spell). Garcia Lorca’s Madrid audience derided the play, and even when he became a successful
dramatist he avoided discussing the experience. A more successful poem, which Gibson called “one
of Garcia Lorca’s most moving,” is “Encuentro” (“Meeting”), in which the poet speaks with the loving
wife he might have known as a heterosexual. (At his death Garcia Lorca left behind many unpublished
works-- generally dominated by frustration or sadness-- on homosexual themes, apparently
presuming that the general public would not accept the subject matter.) Garcia Lorca tried many
poetic forms, particularly in Canciones (Songs), which contains poems written between 1921 and
1924. He wrote several extended odes, including the “Ode to Salvador Dali,” which was widely
praised as a defense of modern art although it can also be read as a love poem.
The form and rhythm of music inspired a group of poems titled Suites, which were not published as a
unified collection until 1983. Eventually Garcia Lorca achieved great success as a poet by describing
the traditional world of his childhood with a blend of very old and very contemporary writing
techniques. The impetus came from his friendship with Manuel de Falla, a renowned composer who
moved to Granada to savor the exotic music of Andalusia’s gypsies and peasants. The two men
rediscovered the gypsies’ cante jondo or “deep song,” a simple but deeply felt form of folk music that
laments the struggles of everyday life. For Garcia Lorca, the ancient cante jondo became a model for
innovative poetry: it expressed human feeling in broad terms while avoiding the rhetorical excess of
romanticism. While helping Falla to organize a 1922 cante jondo festival that drew folk singers from
throughout Spain, Garcia Lorca wrote a poetry collection titled Poema del cante jondo (Poem of the
Deep Song). In these verses, Gibson observed, Garcia Lorca tried to convey the emotional
atmosphere of the folk songs while avoiding the awkward pretense that he was an uneducated gypsy.
Thereafter Garcia Lorca discovered that he could increase the dramatic impact of his folk-inspired
poetry by using the narrative form of old Spanish ballads to tell poetic stories about gypsies and other
characters; the poems could retain a twentieth-century outlook by using innovative language and a
sophisticated understanding of the human mind. The resulting work, Romancero gitano (Gypsy
Ballads), appeared in 1928 and soon made Garcia Lorca famous throughout the Hispanic world.
Gypsy Ballads shows Garcia Lorca at the height of his skill as a poet, in full control of language,
imagery, and emotional suggestion. The characters inhabit a world of intense, sometimes mysterious,
emotional experience. In the opening ballad a gypsy boy taunts the moon, which appears before him
as a sexually attractive woman; suddenly the moon returns to the sky and takes the child with her,
while other gypsies wail. Observers have tried to explain the ballad as everything from a comment on
Garcia Lorca’s sense of being sexually “different” to a metaphor for death. Some of the ballads appear
to celebrate sexual vitality. In an unusually delicate poem, Garcia Lorca describes a gypsy nun who is
fleetingly aroused by the sound of men on horseback outside her convent; in another a gypsy man
describes his nighttime tryst with a woman by a riverbank. Much of the book conveys menace and
violence: a girl runs through the night, her fear of being attacked embodied by the wind, which
clutches at her dress; a gypsy is murdered by others who envy his good looks; in the final ballad,
derived from the Bible, a prince rapes his sister. In his lecture “On the Gypsy Ballads,” reprinted in
Deep Song, and Other Prose, Garcia Lorca suggests that the ballads are not really about gypsies but
about pain-- “the struggle of the loving intelligence with the incomprehensible mystery that surrounds
it.” “Lorca is not deliberately inflicting pain on the reader in order to shock or annoy him,” wrote Roy
Campbell in Lorca, but the poet “feels so poignantly that he has to share this feeling with others.”
Observers suggest that the collection describes the force of human life itself-- a source of both energy
and destructiveness. The intensity of Gypsy Ballads is heightened by Garcia Lorca’s mastery of the
language of poetry. ”Over the years,” observed Cobb in his translation of the work,” it has become
possible to speak of the `Lorquian’ metaphor or image, which [the poet] brought to fruition“ in this
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volume. When Garcia Lorca says a gypsy woman bathes “with water of skylarks,” Cobb explained, the
poet has created a stunning new image out of two different words that describe something “soothing.”
Sometimes Garcia Lorca’s metaphors boldly draw upon two different senses: he refers to a “horizon
of barking dogs,” for instance, when dogs are barking in the distance at night and the horizon is
invisible. Such metaphors seem to surpass those of typical avant-garde poets, who often combined
words arbitrarily, without concern for actual human experience. Garcia Lorca said his poetic language
was inspired by Spanish peasants, for whom a seemingly poetic phrase such as “oxen of the waters “
was an ordinary term for the strong, slow current of a river. Campbell stressed that Garcia Lorca was
unusually sensitive to “the sound of words,” both their musical beauty and their ability to reinforce the
meaning of a poem. Such skills, practiced by Spain’s folksingers, made Garcia Lorca “musician “
among poets, Campbell averred; interestingly, Garcia Lorca greatly enjoyed reading his work aloud
before audiences and also presented Spanish folk songs at the piano. Reviewers often lament that
Garcia Lorca’s ear for language is impossible to reproduce in translation.
Garcia Lorca’s newfound popularity did not prevent him from entering an unusually deep depression
by 1929. Its causes, left vague by early biographers, seem to have been the breakup of Garcia
Lorca’s intense relationship with a manipulative lover and the end of his friendship with Dali. At
Bunuel’s urging Dali had moved to Paris, where the two men created a bizarre surrealist film titled “Un
Chien andalou” (“An Andalusian Dog “). Garcia Lorca was convinced that the film, which supposedly
had no meaning at all, was actually a sly effort to ridicule him. The poet, who knew no English and
had never left Spain, opted for a radical change of scene by enrolling to study English at New York
City’s Columbia University. In New York Garcia Lorca’s lively and personable manner charmed the
Spanish-speaking intellectual community, but some have surmised that inwardly he was close to
suicide. Forsaking his classes Garcia Lorca roamed the city, cut off from its citizens by the language
barrier. He found most New Yorkers cold and inhuman, preferring instead the emotional warmth he
felt among the city’s black minority, whom he saw as fellow outcasts. Meanwhile he struggled to come
to terms with his unhappiness and his sexuality.
The first product of Garcia Lorca’s turmoil was the poetry collection Poeta en Nueva York (Poet in
New York). In the book, Cobb observed, New York’s social problems mirror Garcia Lorca’s personal
despair. The work opens as the poet reaches town, already deeply unhappy; he surveys both New
York’s troubles and his own; finally, after verging on hopelessness, he regathers his strength and tries
to resolve the problems he has described. Poet in New York is far more grim and difficult than Gypsy
Ballads, as Garcia Lorca apparently tries to heighten the reader’s sense of alienation. The liveliness of
the earlier volume gives way to pessimism; the verse is unrhymed; and, instead of using vivid
metaphors about the natural world, Garcia Lorca imitates the surrealists by using symbols that are
strange and difficult to understand. In poems about American society Garcia Lorca shows a horror of
urban crowds, which he compares to animals, but he also shows sympathy for the poor. Unlike many
white writers of his time, he is notably eloquent in describing the oppression of black Americans,
particularly in his image of an uncrowned “King of Harlem “-- a strong-willed black man humiliated by
his menial job. Near the end of the collection he predicts a general uprising in favor of economic
equality and challenges Christianity to ease the pain of the modern world.
In more personal poems Garcia Lorca contrasts the innocent world of his childhood with his later
unhappiness, alludes to his disappointments in love, and rails at the decadence he sees among urban
homosexuals. He seems to portray a positive role model in his “Ode to Walt Whitman,” dedicated to a
nineteenth-century American poet-- also a homosexual-- ho attempted to celebrate common people
and the realities of everyday life. Garcia Lorca’s final poem is a song about his departure from New
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York for Cuba, which he found much more hospitable than the United States. Commentators
disagreed greatly about the merits of Poet in New York, which was not published in its entirety until
after Garcia Lorca’s death. Many reviewers, disappointed by the book’s obscure language and grim
tone, dismissed it as a failed experiment or an aberration. By contrast, Cobb declared that “with the
impetus given by modern critical studies and translations, Poet in New York has become the other
book which sustains Lorca’s reputation as a poet.” Before Garcia Lorca returned to Spain in 1930, he
had largely completed what many observers would call his first mature play, El publico (The Public).
Written in a disconcerting, surrealist style comparable to Poet in New York, the play confronts such
controversial themes as the need for truth in the theater and for truth about homosexuality, in addition
to showing the destruction of human love by selfishness and death.
After his disastrous experience with “The Butterfly’s Evil Spell,” Garcia Lorca had spent the 1920s
gradually mastering the techniques of drama, beginning with the light, formulaic Spanish genres of
farce and puppet plays. From puppet theater, observers have suggested, Garcia Lorca learned to
draw characters rapidly and decisively; in farces for human actors, he developed the skills required to
sustain a full-length play. For instance, the farce La zapatera prodigiosa (The Shoemaker’s Prodigious
Wife), begun in the mid-1920s, shows Garcia Lorca’s growing ease with extended dialogue and
complex action. In Amor de Don Perlimplin con Belisa en su jardin (The Love of Don Perlimplin with
Belisa, in His Garden), begun shortly thereafter, Garcia Lorca toys with the conventions of farce, as
the play’s object of ridicule-- an old man with a lively young wife-- unexpectedly becomes a figure of
pity. By 1927 Garcia Lorca gained modest commercial success with his second professional
production, Mariana Pineda. The heroine of this historical melodrama meets death rather than forsake
her lover, a rebel on behalf of democracy. By the time the play was staged, however, Garcia Lorca
said he had outgrown its “romantic” style.
Accordingly, in The Public Garcia Lorca proposed a new theater that would confront its audience with
uncomfortable truths. As the play opens, a nameless Director of popular plays receives three visitors,
who challenge him to present the “theater beneath the sand “-- drama that goes beneath life’s
pleasing surface. The three men and the Director rapidly change costumes, apparently revealing
themselves as unhappy homosexuals, locked in relationships of betrayal and mistrust. The Director
then shows his audience a play about “the truth of the tombs,” dramatizing Garcia Lorca’s pessimistic
belief that the finality of death overwhelms the power of love. Apparently the Director reshapes
William Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet,” in which young lovers die rather than live apart from each
other. In The Public Juliet appears on stage after her love-inspired suicide, realizing that her death is
meaningless and that she will now remain alone for eternity. The Director’s audience riots when faced
with such ideas, but some theater students, perhaps representing the future of drama, are intrigued.
Back in Spain Garcia Lorca read The Public to friends, who were deeply shocked and advised him
that the play was too controversial and surrealistic for an audience to accept. Garcia Lorca apparently
agreed: he did not release the work and, according to biographer Reed Anderson, dismissed it in
interviews as “a poem to be booed at.” Nonetheless, Garcia Lorca observed, it reflected his “true
intention.”
Garcia Lorca remained determined to write plays rather than poetry, but he reached what some have
called an unspoken compromise with his audience, presenting innovative theater that would not
provoke general outrage. He became artistic director of the University Theater, a state-supported
group of traveling players known by its Spanish nickname, La barraca (“The Hut “). The troupe, which
presented plays from the “Golden Age “ of Spanish drama in the seventeenth century, was welcomed
by small villages throughout Spain that had never seen a stage performance. Garcia Lorca, who
gained invaluable experience in theater by directing and producing the programs, decided that an
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untapped audience for challenging drama existed among Spain’s common people. In a manner
reminiscent of the Gypsy Ballads, he wrote a series of plays set among the common people of Spain,
discussing such serious themes as human passion, unrequited love, social repression, the passing of
time, and the power of death.
Rather than shock by discussing homosexuality as in The Public, he focused on the frustrations of
Spain’s women. As the plays emerged, Garcia Lorca spoke of bringing “poetry” to the theater. But his
characters often speak prose, and observers suggest he was speaking somewhat metaphorically.
Like other playwrights of his time, Garcia Lorca seems to have felt that nineteenth-century dramatists’
emphasis on realism--accurate settings, everyday events--distracted writers from deeper, emotional
truths about human experience. To make theater more imaginative and involving, Garcia Lorca used
a variety of effects: vivid language, visually striking stage settings, and heightened emotions ranging
from confrontation to tension and repression. By adding such “poetry“ to scenes of everyday Spanish
life, he could show audiences the underlying sorrows and desires of their own lives.
In accord with such aims, Garcia Lorca’s four best-known plays from the 1930s-- Dona Rosita la
soltera (Dona Rosita the Spinster), Bodas de sangre (Blood Wedding), Yerma, and La casa de
Bernarda Alba (The House of Bernarda Alba)-- show notable similarities. All are set in Spain during
Garcia Lorca’s lifetime; all spotlight ordinary women struggling with the impositions of Spanish society.
Dona Rosita is set in the Granada middle class that Garcia Lorca knew as a teenager. In three acts
set from 1885 to 1911, Lorca first revels in nostalgia for turn-of-the-century Spain, then shows
Rosita’s growing despair as she waits helplessly for a man to marry her. By the play’s end, as Rosita
faces old age as an unwanted, unmarried woman, her passivity seems as outdated as the characters’
costumes. The three remaining plays, called the “Rural Trilogy,” are set in isolated villages of Garcia
Lorca’s Spain. [...]1
In The House of Bernarda Alba, the repressive forces of society are personified by the play’s title
character, a conservative matriarch who tries to confine her unmarried daughters to the family
homestead for eight years of mourning after the death of her husband. The daughters grow
increasingly frustrated and hostile until the youngest and most rebellious commits suicide rather than
be separated from her illicit lover. Blood Wedding is probably Garcia Lorca’s most successful play
with both critics and the public. A man and woman who are passionately attracted to each other enter
loveless marriages out of duty to their relatives, but at the woman’s wedding feast the lovers elope. In
one of the most evocative and unconventional scenes of all Garcia Lorca’s plays, two characters
representing the Moon and Death follow the lovers to a dark and menacing forest, declaring that the
couple will meet a disastrous fate. The woman’s vengeful husband appears and the two men kill each
other. The play ends back at the village where the woman, who has lost both her husband and her
lover, joins other villagers in grieving but is isolated from them by mutual hatred. In each of the four
plays, an individual’s desires are overborne by the demands of society, with disastrous results.
After Blood Wedding premiered in 1933, Garcia Lorca’s fame as a dramatist quickly matched his fame
as a poet, both in his homeland and in the rest of the Hispanic world. A short lecture tour of Argentina
and Uruguay stretched into six months, as Garcia Lorca was greeted as a celebrity and his plays were
performed for enthusiastic crowds. He was warmly received by such major Latin American writers as
Chile’s Pablo Neruda and Mexico’s Alfonso Reyes. Neruda, who later won the Nobel Prize for his
poetry, called Garcia Lorca’s visit “the greatest triumph ever achieved by a writer of our race.”
Notably, while Garcia Lorca’s most popular plays have achieved great commercial success with
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Spanish-speaking audiences, they have been respected, but not adulated, by the English-speaking
public. Some observers suggested that the strength of the plays is limited to their language, which is
lost in translation. But others, including Spaniard Angel del Rio and American Reed Anderson, have
surveyed Garcia Lorca’s stagecraft with admiration. In the opening scenes of Blood Wedding, for
instance, Garcia Lorca skillfully contrasts the festive mood of the villagers with the fierce passions of
the unwilling bride; in Yerma he confronts his heroine with a shepherd whose love for children subtly
embodies her dreams of an ideal husband. In an article that appeared in Lorca: A Collection of Critical
Essays, del Rio wondered if the plays were too steeped in Hispanic culture for other audiences to
easily appreciate.
Garcia Lorca’s triumphs as a playwright were marred by growing troubles in Spain, which became
divided between hostile factions on the political left and right. Though Garcia Lorca steadily resisted
efforts to recruit him for the Communist party, his social conscience led him to strongly criticize
Spanish conservatives, some of whom may have yearned for revenge. Meanwhile Garcia Lorca
seemed plagued by a sense of foreboding and imminent death. He was shocked when an old friend,
retired bullfighter Ignacio Sanchez Mejias, was killed by a bull while attempting to revive his career in
the ring. Garcia Lorca’s elegy-- Llanto por Ignacio Sanchez Mejias (Lament for the Death of a
Bullfighter)-- has often been called his best poem, endowing the matador with heroic stature as he
confronts his fate. Later, friends recalled Garcia Lorca’s melodramatic remark that the bullfighter’s
death was a rehearsal for his own.
In 1936 civil war broke out in Spain as conservative army officers under General Francisco Franco
revolted against the liberal government. Garcia Lorca, who was living in Madrid, made the worst
possible decision by electing to wait out the impending conflict at his parents’ home in Granada, a city
filled with rebel sympathizers. Granada quickly fell to rebel forces, who executed many liberal
politicians and intellectuals. One was Garcia Lorca, who was arrested, shot outside town, and buried
in an unmarked grave. Franco’s regime, which controlled all of Spain by 1939, never accepted
responsibility for Garcia Lorca’s death. But Garcia Lorca remained a forbidden subject in Spain for
many years: “We knew there had been a great poet called Garcia Lorca,” recalled film director Carlos
Saura in the New York Times,” but we couldn’t read him, we couldn’t study him.” By the 1950s Garcia
Lorca’s work was again available in Spain, but it was still difficult to research either his life or his
death. Those who knew him avoided discussing his sexuality or releasing his more controversial work;
residents of Granada who knew about his execution were afraid to speak. Gradually there emerged a
new willingness to understand Garcia Lorca on his own terms, and after Franco died in 1975, Garcia
Lorca could be openly admired in his homeland as one of the century’s greatest poets-- a status he
had never lost elsewhere. His legacy endures as a unique genius whose personal unhappiness
enabled him to see deeply into the human heart. “When I met him for the first time, he astonished
me,” Guillen recalled, according to Anderson. “I’ve never recovered from that astonishment.”
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